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Mercedes-Benz interpreted,  
and defined–the GLK.
The GLK-Class is, in the truest sense of the word,  
a completely original form of Mercedes-Benz. In it, 
two strong personalities merge to create a vehicle 
concept as distinctive as it is innovative. And yet the 
GLK-Class remains true to its roots. Even though this 
unmistakable vehicle interprets the Mercedes-Benz 
idea in the most independent fashion, the GLK-Class 
embodies high standards of agility, safety and comfort, 
as well as the courage to explore new territory – even  
before it hits the road.
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Power�adjustable�heated�exterior�mirrors.
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Strong personalities have distinct appearances.
The absolutely unique design of the GLK-Class is based on striking lines and  
represents a bold departure from conventional styling. Distinctive lines dominate  
the door areas between the accentuated wheel arches while a powerful and 
angular front hood gives the GLK-Class a stylized character. With standard 
20" 5 twin-spoke wheels, and aluminium roof rails, the styling of the GLK-Class  
sends out a clear message, no matter which angle it’s viewed from. Functional 
Active Bi-Xenon headlamps1 and LED daytime running lights add to the already 
striking appearance of the 2012 GLK-Class.

1Only�available�as�part�of�the�Premium�Package.



As attractive inside as it is out.
You want good looks and outstanding reliability in every situation. You want  
versatility – a spacious island of calm in the urban jungle, but also a superbly 
ergonomic driving position to help you negotiate challenging terrain when 
you venture off-road. Take a seat in the 2012 GLK-Class. You will find right 
away that the interior picks up on the exterior design: expressive lines and  
a contemporary approach emphasize the interplay of different surfaces ensuring  
that the distinctive character of the GLK-Class is clearly reflected. 

The 8-way power-adjustable front seats can conform to your every curve.  
As part of the new Convenience Package with memory package, the touch of  
a button can automatically recall the exact seat configuration, head restraint 
height, steering wheel, steering column, lumbar and mirror positions that are 
most favoured. Also included in the Convenience Package is KEYLESS-GO, which 
allows you to enter and start the GLK-Class electronically without the use of a 
key. Additionally, a power adjustable passenger’s seat, a storage box under the 
driver’s seat and a 115V power socket complete the Convenience Package.

Down to the smallest detail, outstanding workmanship and materials 
characterize the interior like no other. The high-quality look and feel is 
designed to meet even the most exacting standards, and the perfect interior 
ergonomics make driving the GLK-Class an almost intuitive experience.
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A feast for your eyes and your ears.
Though technologically advanced, the GLK-Class is remarkably simple to operate,  
thanks to a new and intuitive head unit. Expecting an important call? 
Standard Bluetooth integration lets you keep both hands safely on the steering 
wheel while driving, providing the convenience you require. 

Optionally available on the GLK-Class is the Technology Package providing 
the convenience of the COMAND APS system with hard-drive based (HDD) 
navigation and 6 disc DVD changer and LINGUATRONIC voice control.  

Those who appreciate truly exquisite sound quality and exceptional music 
variety will certainly be impressed with the optional Entertainment Package 
which offers the harman/kardon  LOGIC7  surround sound system and SIRIUS 
Satellite Radio.1 An in-dash CD changer and 9-channel DSP amplifier maximize 
12 loudspeakers and 510 watts of audio fidelity in true 5.1 channel sound with  
the harman/kardon  LOGIC7  surround sound system. SIRIUS Satellite Radio 
works seamlessly with your vehicle’s radio controls with 120 channels of music,  
sports, news, talk, and comedy. SIRIUS brings you the freedom to choose your 
audio experience wherever you drive with coast-to-coast reception coverage. 

Listen to what you want, when you want to, in your 2012 GLK-Class.

1©�2011�SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio�Inc.�“SIRIUS,”�the�SIRIUS�dog�logo�and�related�marks�are�trademarks�
of�SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio�Inc.�Complimentary�6�months�of�service�included.�Monthly�subscription�required��
for�service�thereafter.



Owns the road as easily as it does attention.
With our award-winning 4MATIC™ permanent all-wheel drive system, optimal  
traction is delivered under any road condition. By working seamlessly with our  
Electronic Stability Program (ESP ) and acceleration skid control (ASR) system, 
4MATIC™ enhances your all-wheel drive advantage and offers a greater level 
of proactive safety1. Our 4MATIC™ technology also incorporates the 4-wheel 
Electronic Traction System (4ETS), which monitors each wheel for slippage 
and individually applies the brakes to each wheel accordingly to maintain the 
balance of power. By continuously ensuring that power goes to the wheels 
with grip, 4MATIC™ will keep you going, even if only one wheel has traction.

With 4MATIC™, you get the outstanding control of all-wheel drive without 
sacrificing true driving enjoyment. Sharp steering and the balanced feel of  
a rear-wheel drive vehicle are retained, making the GLK 350 4MATIC™ a joy 
to drive in any season.
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1No�system,�regardless�of�how�advanced,�can�overcome�the�laws�of�physics�or�correct�careless�driving.�
Please�always�wear�your�seat�belt.�Best�performance�in�snow�is�obtained�with�winter�tires.

Maximum breakover 
angle of 19°

Ground clearance of 
up to 201 mm

Angle of approach up 
to 23° and angle of 
departure up to 25°

Maximum fording 
depth 300 mm

Maximum gradient 
climbing ability up to 
70 %

GLK 350 4MATIC™.





The sporty GLK 350 4MATIC™ 6-cylinder gasoline engine.



Power and presence in a sleek package.
Lively engine performance and long-distance comfort are far from mutually 
exclusive in the GLK-Class. On the contrary, this is a vehicle that aims to offer 
the best of both worlds. So it comes as no surprise that the engine under the 
bonnet of the GLK-Class stands out not just for its responsiveness, but for its 
abundant pulling power too. The sporty GLK 350 6-cylinder gasoline engine 
can go from 0 to 100 km/h in 6.5 seconds and musters up a maximum output 
of 268 hp.

The GLK-Class also comes equipped with the highly sophisticated 7G-TRONIC 
automatic transmission as standard. Thanks to its shorter shifts, 7G-TRONIC 
promises extra smooth gearshifts with no perceptible interruption in power flow.
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Put the damper on boredom.
The GLK-Class delivers an extra portion of driving pleasure as standard, courtesy 
of the AGILITY CONTROL suspension with its unique selective damping system.  
This system automatically adjusts the suspension set-up to match the current 
road and driving conditions as required. Together with the precise steering that  
is perfectly in tune with the suspension system, the GLK-Class provides genuine  
versatility. Whether driving in the city, powering along open roads, or negotiating  
off-road terrain, the GLK-Class provides non-stop driving enjoyment.

What comes between you and the road.
The GLK-Class wheels were designed with the same philosophy as the rest 
of this inspired vehicle. Style, substance and safety are the cornerstones of 
Mercedes-Benz, and none of these attributes were spared while developing 
these impressive wheels.
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20"�5�twin-spoke�wheels. 20"�AMG�5�twin-spoke�wheels.�
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Take a hard line on safety.
You will enjoy the agility of the GLK-Class all the more thanks to the peace of mind  
provided by the Mercedes-Benz integrated safety concept. You will notice it in  
the raised seating position and good all-around visibility. And you will notice it  
in the numerous airbags including two-stage driver and front passenger airbags,  
driver’s knee airbag, front side airbags, pelvic airbags and side window curtain 
airbags.1 Three-point seat belts are standard for all seats, and the front and 
the outer seats in the rear include inertia-reel tensioners and belt force limiters. 
Should an airbag or Emergency Tensioning Device be activated, the vehicle can 
engage the optional TeleAid System2, putting your vehicle in touch with the 
TeleAid Emergency Response Center, where trained specialists can assess the 
situation and alert emergency services quickly and efficiently.

ADAPTIVE BRAKE with hill-start assist as well as the Electronic Stability 
Program (ESP ) ensures that you benefit from the highest possible degree 
of safety. In a hazardous situation, the Brake Assist System (BAS) instantly 
calculates and builds up the appropriate brake pressure.3

Active safety systems

Passive safety systems 

1WARNING:�The�forces�of�a�deploying�airbag�can�cause�serious�or�fatal�injuries�to�a�child�under�age�13.�Children�under�13�should�be�seated�in�the�back�seat�if�possible.�See�Operator’s�Manual�for�additional�warnings�and�information�on�airbags,�seat�belts�and�child�
seats.�2Subscription�is�required�for�service�to�be�active.�TeleAid�operates�only�where�cellular�and�Global�Positioning�System�coverage�is�available.�3No�system,�regardless�of�how�advanced,�can�overcome�the�laws�of�physics�or�correct�careless�driving.�Please�always�
wear�your�seat�belt.�Best�performance�in�snow�is�obtained�with�winter�tires.�4Only�available�on�the�GLK�350�4MATIC™.

–  Electronic Stability Program (ESP )

–  Electronic Traction System (4ETS)4

–  Brake Assist (BAS)

–  Two-stage airbags for driver and front passenger 

–  Driver’s knee airbag 

–  Front side airbags 

–  Pelvic airbags

–  Side window curtain airbags

–  Front NECK-PRO head restraints 

–  Inertia reel tensioners and belt force limiters in the 

front and for the rear outside seats 

–  Passenger safety cell

14  SAFETY  
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An expression of character.
The finishing touches can mean the difference between  
a work of art and a true masterpiece. Whichever colour 
you opt for, you’ve made the right choice. Because with 
a selection of both solid and metallic paint finishes 
benefiting from an extra scratch-resistant clear coat,  
your GLK’s colour is less susceptible not only to 
scratches, but also to sunlight, temperature variations, 
dust and soot.

1Man-made�leather.�2Seats�include�black�piping.��
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SOLID

Black • • • • • •
Calcite�White • • • –

METALLIC PAINT

Obsidian�Black� • • • • • •
Cavansite�Blue • • • • • •
Cuprit�Brown • • • • • –

Tenorite�Grey • • • • • •
Iridium�Silver • – • – •
Palladium�Silver • – • – •
Pearl�Beige • • • –

Diamond�White • • • –

Alabandite�Green • • • –

�Possible�Combination� �• Recommended�combination� ��–�Not�Available��
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779�Alabandite�Green

197�Obsidian�Black

497�Cuprit�Brown

755�Tenorite�Grey

890�Cavansite�Blue

METALLIC (OPTIONAL)

775�Iridium�Silver

792�Palladium�Silver

794�Pearl�Beige�Metallic

799�Diamond�White�Metallic

040�Black�

650�Calcite�White

SOLID
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731�Burl�Walnut�Wood101�Black

ARTICO LEATHER1 LEATHER TRIM

201�Black

205�Sahara�Beige/Black2�104�Almond�Beige 204�Almond�Beige

208�Alpaca�Grey/Black

736�Dark�Ash�Wood

739�Aluminium

1Man-made�leather.�2Seats�include�black�piping.



INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
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TRANSMISSION

7G-TRONIC�automatic�transmission ▲ ▲

TRACTION/STABILITY

4MATIC™�permanent�all-wheel�drive�with�4ETS – ▲

Electronic�Stability�Program�(ESP )�including�ABS�and�acceleration�
skid�control�(ASR)

▲ ▲

Brake�Assist�(BAS) ▲ ▲

AGILITY�CONTROL�suspension� ▲ ▲

ADAPTIVE�BRAKE�with�hill-start�assist ▲ ▲

AUDIO/VISUAL/COMMUNICATION

Audio�20�sound�system,�with�in-dash�MP3�compatible�CD�changer,�
&�Bluetooth

▲ ▲

COMAND�APS�system�with�hard-drive�based�(HDD)�navigation�and�
6-disc�DVD�changer

LINGUATRONIC�voice�control

Media�interface�(with�iPod ,�USB�and�auxiliary�connections)

SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio1

Rear�Seat�Entertainment�System�with�two�8"�LCD�screens,��
DVD�player�and�headphones

∆ ∆

harman/kardon �LOGIC7 �surround�sound�system

EXTERIOR

20"�5�twin-spoke�wheels ▲ ▲

20"�AMG�5�twin-spoke�wheels ∆ ∆

AMG�styling�package�(front�and�rear�apron) ▲ ▲

Active�Bi-Xenon�headlamps�with�washers,��
cornering�lights�and�LED�taillamps
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INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
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EXTERIOR CONTINUED

LED�daytime�running�lights ▲ ▲

Front�fog�lamps ▲ ▲

Heated�windscreen�nozzles ▲ ▲

Auto�dimming�mirrors�(Rearview�&�Driver’s�Side) ▲ ▲

Privacy�glass ▲ ▲

Power�adjustable�heated�exterior�mirrors ▲ ▲

Trailer�hitch� ∆ ∆

Aluminium�roof�rails ▲ ▲

Aluminium�running�boards ∆ ∆

Heated�windshield�washer�system�with�two-stage�rain-sensing�
windshield�wipers

▲ ▲

INTERIOR

8-way�power�adjustable�heated�front�seats ▲ ▲

Steering�column�with�manual�height�and�telescopic�adjustment ▲ ▲

ARTICO�upholstery ▲ ▲

Leather�covered�steering�wheel�and�shift�knob ▲ ▲

Panoramic�sunroof

Rear�view�camera2� ∆ ∆

THERMATIC�automatic�climate�control ▲ ▲

4�Power�windows�with�express�up�and�down ▲ ▲

Split�folding�rear�seats ▲ ▲

Luggage�compartment�cover� ▲ –

Extended�luggage�compartment�cover – ▲

Velour�floor�mats ▲ ▲

115V�power�socket



1�©� 2011� SIRIUS� Satellite� Radio� Inc.� “SIRIUS,”� the� SIRIUS� dog� logo� and� related� marks� are� trademarks� of� SIRIUS� Satellite� Radio� Inc.�
Complimentary� 6� months� of� service� included.� Monthly� subscription� required� for� service� thereafter.� 2Only� available� with� the� Technology�
Package.�3Subscription�is�required�for�service�to�be�active.�TeleAid�operates�only�where�cellular�and�Global�Positioning�System�coverage�is�
available.�4COMAND�Navigation�Package�available�on�select�early�production�models.

▲ Standard�equipment���� ∆�Optional�Equipment����� �Optional�as�part�of�a�Package�����–�Not�available�
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INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
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CONVENIENCE

Integrated�garage�door�opener

SmartKey�remote�with�panic�button ▲ ▲

KEYLESS-GO

Automatic�headlamp�activation ▲ ▲

Cruise�control ▲ ▲

PARKTRONIC

EASY-PACK�power�tailgate

SAFETY

Crash-responsive�NECK-PRO�front�head�restraints� ▲ ▲

Dual-stage�front�airbags,�driver’s�knee�airbag,�front�side�airbags,�
pelvic�airbags�and�full-length�side�window�curtain�airbags

▲ ▲

ISOFIX�child�seat�mounts ▲ ▲

TeleAid�emergency�calling�system3 ∆ ∆

Anti-theft�alarm�system ▲ ▲

Tire�pressure�loss�warning�system ▲ ▲

EQUIPMENT PACKAGES
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PREMIUM PACKAGE:   
PARKTRONIC,�Integrated�garage�door�opener,�Electronic�compass,�
Panoramic�sunroof,�headlamp�washers,�Active�Bi-Xenon�headlamps,�
cornering�lights,�EASY-PACK�power�tailgate.

∆ ∆

CONVENIENCE PACKAGE:  
Memory�package�with�power�seats,�steering�column�and�lumbar�support.�
KEYLESS-GO,�Storage�box�under�driver’s�seat,�115V�power�socket.

∆ ∆

TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE4: 
Rear�view�camera,�LINGUATRONIC�voice�control,�COMAND�APS�with�
HHD�navigation�and�6-disc�DVD�changer,�Media�interface.

∆ ∆

ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE:  
SIRIUS�Satellite�Radio1,�harman/kardon �LOGIC7 �
surround�sound�system.

∆ ∆

LEATHER PACKAGE:   
Leather�upholstery,�Interior�lighting�package.�

∆ ∆



The final touches. 
Added nuances and unique refinements are just the things to make your GLK-Class a distinctively richer driving experience. 
Mercedes-Benz accessories are a cut above, having been designed and built to the highest standards for concept, engineering, 
quality, form and function. 
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Shallow Cargo Tray  
Made�from�impact-resistant,�non-split�polyethylene,�

this�odourless�tray�prevents�loads�from�sliding�

around�and�protects�the�carpet�from�spills�and�dirt.

Rear Seat Entertainment System   
This�high-performance�DVD�system�allows�the�

rear�passengers�to�watch�DVD's,�pictures�and�

even�video�games�on�the�two�superb�7"�LCD�

colour�screens,�without�disturbing�the�driver�or�

restricting�the�rear�field�of�vision.

Chrome Door Handle Cups  
An�exclusive�chrome�design�protects�against�

scratches�and�helps�round�out�the�vehicles�

chrome�package�to�perfection.

Roof Rack  
Used�in�conjunction�with�other�roof�accessories,�

the�roof�rack�system�opens�up�a�wealth�of�flexible�

options�when�it�comes�to�transporting�sports�

equipment�and�luggage.�The�rail-mounted�basic�

roof�racks�also�ensure�the�highest�degree�of�

safety�and�aerodynamics.



1Stated�rates�of�acceleration�are�based�on�the�manufacturer’s�track�results�and�may�vary�depending�upon�model,�environmental�and�road�surface�conditions,�driving�style,�elevation�and�vehicle�load.�2Electronically�limited.�3These�estimates�are�based�on�Transport�Canada�testing�methods.�
Estimates�for�the�GLK-Class�are�based�on�7G-TRONIC�models.�The�actual�fuel�consumption�of�these�vehicles�may�vary.�Refer�to�the�Fuel�Consumption�Guide.�4With�standard�equipment.

GLK 350 GLK 350 4MATIC™

Engine�type 24V�DOHC�V6 24V�DOHC�V6

Total�displacement 3,498�cm3 3,498�cm3

Net�power 268�hp�@�6,000�rpm 268�hp�@�6,000�rpm

Net�torque 258�lb-ft�@�2,400�–�5,000�rpm 258�lb-ft�@�2,400�–�5,000�rpm

Acceleration1,�0–100�km/h 6.5�seconds 6.7�seconds�

Approximate�top�speed2 210�km/h� 210�km/h�

Tires,��front�
rear

235/45�R�20�
235/45�R�20

235/45�R�20�
235/45�R�20

Fuel�economy3,�city/highway�estimate 13.2-9.0�L/100�km 13.0-9.3�L/100�km

Fuel�tank�capacity 66.0�litres� 66.0�litres�

Fuel�requirement Premium�unleaded Premium�unleaded

Dimensions4

����������Wheelbase�
Overall�length�
Overall�height�
Overall�width�–�Mirrors�Extended

2,755�mm�
4,525�mm�
1,698�mm�
2,016�mm

2,755�mm�
4,525�mm�
1,698�mm�
2,016�mm

Curb�weight 1,804�kg 1,940�kg

Luggage�capacity� 450�litres 450�litres

Technical data: 
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24-hour Roadside Assistance

During�the�basic�warranty�coverage�of��

48�months�and�the�time�duration�of�the�optional��

Extended�Limited�Warranty,�Mercedes-Benz�

Roadside�Assistance�will�be�at�your�service.�

We’ll�bring�you�some�gas,�replace�a�flat�tire�

with�your�spare,�or�jumpstart�your�car.�In�the�

event�of�a�mechanical�breakdown,�if�attempts�

by�our�Roadside�Assistance�technician�

have�not�made�your�vehicle�safely�

operable,�towing�service�will�be�provided�

to�the�nearest�Mercedes-Benz�dealership.�

Assistance�is�available�24�hours�a�day,��

every�day,�to�anyone�driving�a�Mercedes-Benz��

anywhere�in�Canada�or�the�continental�U.S.1

Wear and tear period

The�following�parts�listed�are�covered�for�

wear�and�tear�during�the�first�24�months�or�

40,000�km,�whichever�comes�first.�Brake�

pads,�brake�discs,�brake�pad�wear�sensors�

and�light�bulbs.

Mercedes-Benz warranties

The�Mercedes-Benz�New�Vehicle�Limited�

Warranty�covers�defects�in�materials�or�

workmanship�for�48�months�or�80,000�km,��

whichever�comes�first.�To�widen�your�window��

of�confidence,�you�can�opt�for�a�Mercedes-Benz��

Extended�Limited�Warranty�as�well2.

Customer service

Owning�a�Mercedes-Benz�means�that�when�

you�have�a�question,�we’re�here�to�help.�

Customer�Service�is�open�from�9�a.m.�to�

5�p.m.�EST,�Monday�through�Friday,�and�is�

staffed�with�knowledgeable�Mercedes-Benz�

experts�who�can�talk�you�through�the�finer�

points�of�working�your�car’s�audio�system�

—�or�even�assist�you�in�locating�the�nearest�

Mercedes-Benz�dealership.�Just�call��

1-800-387-0100.�It’s�that�simple.

Trip interruption reimbursement

If�a�breakdown�covered�by�your�New�Vehicle�

Limited�Warranty�or�optional�Extended�

Limited�Warranty�occurs�more�than�80�km�

from�your�home,�leaves�your�Mercedes-Benz�

vehicle�inoperable�or�unsafe�to�drive,�and�

requires�overnight�repairs,�we’ve�got�you�

covered.�You�will�be�reimbursed�up�to�$500�

for�hotel�accommodations�and�up�to�$600�

for�alternative�travel�expenses�per�incident�

while�your�car�is�being�repaired�at�an�

authorized�Mercedes-Benz�dealership.

1Vehicle�must�be�accessible�from�main�roads.�Roadside�Assistance�may�involve�charges�for�parts,�service�and�towing.�Depending�on�the�circumstances,�these�services�may�be�provided�by�an�outside�service�provider,�courtesy�of�
Mercedes-Benz�Roadside�Assistance.�For�full�details�of�the�Roadside�Assistance�Program,�please�see�your�dealer.�2Please�see�your�dealer�for�warranty�details�as�well�as�for�terms,�conditions�and�pricing�for�extended�warranty�options.�

A passion for things done right.
A passion for craftsmanship and attention to detail – it’s what you’d expect from Mercedes-Benz, setting us apart from  
all other manufacturers. It drives us to set new standards in design, performance, comfort and safety. To continually build 
on the legendary traditions of Mercedes-Benz, and to provide you with an ownership experience that includes the valuable 
benefits described below.
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Mercedes-Benz is virtually yours.
Visit mercedes-benz.ca and open an online window to Mercedes-Benz 
Canada. Revel in the incredible photography of our vehicles and get  
a visceral impression of what it would be like to see yourself behind 
the wheel. Get information about any of our vehicles, including financing  
and leasing options, upcoming models, and how to configure your 
own ideal Mercedes online. Our website also offers details about the 
Mercedes-Benz Extended Limited Warranty, vehicle ownership,  
and much more on the fascinating story behind one of the world’s  
most recognizable brands.

To be continued. With a test drive.
Nowhere is your GLK-Class so convincing as on the road. It’s only 
there that you can fully experience the superior handling and power 
that makes this car so special. Feel the engine move you forward, and 
watch your heart rate rise with the speedometer. That unique feeling 
in your stomach cannot be put down on paper. That’s why we would 
like to invite you in for a test drive at your local Mercedes-Benz dealer. 
Reserve your appointment today, or visit mercedes-benz.ca. We look 
forward to seeing you.

GLK 350 4MATIC™.
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